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ABSTRACT 
We propose an analysis of the codified Law of France as a structured system. Fifty two legal codes are selected on the basis 
of explicit legal criteria and considered as vertices with their mutual quotations forming the edges in a network which 
properties are analyzed relying on graph theory. We find that a group of 10 codes are simultaneously the most citing and 
the most cited by other codes, and are also strongly connected together so forming a “rich club” sub-graph. Three other 
code communities are also found that somewhat partition the legal field is distinct thematic sub-domains. The legal 
interpretation of this partition is opening new untraditional lines of research. We also conjecture that many legal systems 
are forming such new kind of networks that share some properties in common with small worlds but are far denser. We 
propose to call “concentrated world”. 
General Terms 
Algorithms, Theory, Legal Aspects. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Local, national, regional and international Laws are experiencing major transformations within the stream of 
globalization and intensification of the social, technical, economical and legal interactions through all the scales 
of the societal organization. This transformation can be observed on at least one of its phenomenological 
dimension: the hierarchies of legal systems are increasingly embedded in network-like structures [12] that link 
together in closer neighborhoods different legal sub-systems, legal fields and authorities active at various 
governance levels [10]. We here propose to have a bird-eye view of the whole French legal system, focusing on 
a particular structural property: the networking of the French legal codes (hereafter FLC for short). Such a global 
view opens new perspectives in the scientific characterization and measuring of “networking” dimension of the 
legal complexity [4]. 
2. BUILDING THE FLC NETWORK 
Our approach is made possible because of the launching of a policy of codification in France since several 
decades. In 1989, the Commission Supérieure de Codification has been created near the Prime Minister. Its 
missions are first to gather, organize and link all the existing codes with the scattered laws and decrees, and 
then to build new thematic and comprehensive codes on the ground of the existing laws in the domain of 
interest. In 2009 at least 60 % of the legal texts have been codified following this method. A noticeable 
exception is the tax law that still does not figure out in the list of legal codes due to the specific way used by the 
French Ministère du Budget (Ministry of Budget) to build the Tax Code. In this study we only consider the French 
codes that have actually been built following the same methodology and with the same criterion elaborated 
and published by the Commission de Codification. This set of codes is representative of the current state of the 
legal corpus in France (see the website of LEGIFRANCE [8]). 
As we are mainly interested in the structural properties of the FLC network, we search in the text of each code 
which other codes are cited. We do not care about the numerous self-quotations. We also do not mind whether 
a whole code is cited per se, or just one of its constitutive book, title, chapter, or article. In other words the only 
objects that we recognize are codes and we do not consider the internal organization of the codes (as we have 
done in [5] looking for other properties of legal networks at finer scales). Applying these rules for the selection 
of codes, we obtain a set of 52 validated codes. With these data we establish a link from code X to code Y when 
X is citing code Y at least one time (we say that Y is the cited code, X the citing code). In the graph codes X and Y 
are vertices, and the link is the edge from X to Y. The resulting graph is drawn on the Figure. It is dense and 
complex so that its analysis must rely on statistical concepts and tools [6].  
3. SINGULAR CODES 
The graph exhibits a single isolated vertex (Code of the Honor Legion and Military Medals), a pendant vertex 
(with single link: Code of the Monetary Instruments) and a code citing four codes but never cited itself (Code of 
the Handicraft). The most citing codes (yellow squares and cyan hexagon on the figure) are the general code of 
the local and regional Authorities, the environmental code, the code of the public health, the code of the social 
security and the rural code. These codes are covering a large diversity of matters. The six most cited codes 
(green circles and cyan hexagon on the figure) are the penal code, the civil code, the code of the penal 
procedures, the code of labor, the code of commerce and the code of public health. The penal code is most 
cited because it gathers all the penalties associated to any kind of offense or infringement of a legal nature. Two 
reasons are susceptible of explaining the second rank found for the civil code: a) it manages a large corpus of 
norms related to many domains of the private law (the persons, property, securities); b) it is directly inspired 
from the oldest code in France, dating back from Bonaparte’s consulate (1804). 
 
 
 
Figure. The graph associated with the network of 
French Legal Codes. Each vertex (blue diamonds, 
yellow squares, green circles, cyan hexagon) 
represents a Code. The yellow squares stand for the 4 
codes most citing other codes. The 5 green circles are 
the most cited codes. The cyan hexagon is in both sets 
of the most cited and most citing codes. All these 
codes together (not including the diamond shaped 
symbols) form the rich club. 
 
 
Using some mathematical definition of centrality in use in the analysis of social networks [1, 2], we show that 
these 10 codes are the most central in the FLC network: they both capture a high percentage of the quotations 
and are strongly linked between each other, so forming a “rich club”. Then discarding these 10 codes, we can 
partition the resulting reduced network in three main components (sub-graphs) that present a high degree of 
internal connectivity (using objective statistical criteria [7]). These three code communities are somewhat 
partitioning the legal field: one is concerned with issues related to territories, resources and property (13 
codes); the second one is about regulations of social systems and activities (12 codes); the third one mainly 
deals with administrations and related domains (12 codes). However this provisional interpretation of the 
observed partition is opening new untraditional lines of research. Interestingly, we also show that the FLC 
network is much denser than most of the social networks [9, 11]. We conjecture that such combined property 
of being dense and presenting some central community (the rich club), is a specific feature of many legal 
systems seen at this scale (at least the national level) and resolution (codes or laws are the smaller object that 
we consider). We propose to call “concentrated worlds” such (legal) networks [3]. 
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